
 
 
1933/34 NAPIER RAILTON 
(PP-RB08) 

 
 

HISTORY 
John Cobb contracted Thomas & Taylor Ltd to build this awesome car, the Chief Engineer was Reid A Railton. The 
car was built around an old Napier 'Lion' aero engine. A 502hp version of the first world war Napier 'Lion' which 
had twelve cylinders in three banks of four, a centre upright bank with the others placed at 60 degrees to this. The 
engine was an amazing 23,970cc giving maximum power at 2,200rpm. The car broke numerous long distance 
records and set the official all time lap record for the Brooklands outer circuit at 143.44mph. 
 
DRIVER 

• John Cobb 
 
COLOUR SCHEME 

• In 1933 at the car's debut it was finished in overall very pale grey. In 1934 the car is described as overall 
silver with a dark green chassis. I am not sure whether this was a silver paint or as a car is now displayed in 
the Brooklands Museum polished aluminium. The kit has been designed to use white metal so with these 
components polished and varied silver finished panels the effect can be achieved. 

• The decal provided - 1933 Napier Railton to each streamlined bulge  just above the exhaust only. 1934 
version 30 in black circle to either side of the rear tail (behind the rear axle) and white 30 directly onto the 
radiator grill. Union Jacks which should be on a flag pole (sorry) low down on either side of the tail. 

• All cars black wheels 
 

INSTRUCTIONS 
• Offer your chassis  up to the body to ensure clearance for axles and trhat the guide rotates fully. Scrub the 

body with liquid detergent and Scotchbrite prior to painting. A body painting guide can be found on our site 
under academy. 

• 1933 use the radiator grill as is, vertically with the none ribbed side facing forward. Small filler cap to front 
of the bonnet, large to tail, filler gap with long neck leaning diagonally out from left hand side of the 
carlevel with cockpit. You will notice you have a left and right hand pair of exhausts these locate beneath 
the streamlined bulges. The other exhaust supplied located above the left hand buldge. Fix windcreen ahead 
of the driver. 

• 1934 note (the white metal radiator is double sided and when modelling this car, curve the white metal 
piece forward to match the contour of the centrral spar in the middle of the radiator opening on the body, 
this should be done so that the side with the verticle baars faces forward. Complete the model as above with 
the addition of the extra small filler cap centrally on the bonnet just ahead of the rear most bonnet strap. The 
white metal shroud to protect the driver from breaking up tyres, should fit around the drivers right shoulder. 
The wedge shaped rear view mirror should be fitted to the left hand side of the windscreen at a slight angle. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

• This kit you have purchased has been designed for use with Penelope Pitlane chassis SM1L vintage wheels 
with PEW3 inserts. Alternatives PCS-32277 vintage spokes. 

 
Example of a fully assembled chassis. 
Complete Chassis kits can be provided 
separately. 
 
Wheel Base: 103mm 
Track: 47.5mm 
 

www.penelopepitlane.co.uk 

 


